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Derivation of the phase factor and geometrical phase for an N-state
degenerate system

Michael Baer
Department of Physics and Applied Mathematics, Soreq NRC, Yavne 81800, Israel

~Received 19 September 1997; accepted 9 April 1998!

This work considers the case of degenerate vibronic coupling ofN states all at one single point. For
this case we first derived the extended single-state Born–Oppenheimer equation@M. Baer and R.
Englman, Chem. Phys. Lett.265, 105~1997!# and then showed that such a system, like the two-state
system, can be described in terms of a single phase factor and is characterized by a well-defined
geometrical phase. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01627-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Born–Oppenheimer~BO! treatment1 is based on the
fact that one may distinguish between the fast moving e
trons and the much slower moving nuclei. Treating the el
trons first leads to the adiabatic eigenfunctions and eigen
ues which are parametrically dependent on the nuc
coordinates. It may happen that these eigenvalues are de
erate at a point or along a line or even in a given regi
features which were found to affect molecular spectra of i
lated molecules.2 This subject, known as degenerate vibron
coupling~DVC!, was discussed in a series of publications,
particular by Renner,3~a! Teller,3~b! Jahn and Teller,3~c! and
Longuet-Higgins and co-workers.3~d! More recently, Herz-
berg and Longuet-Higgins~LH!4 found that such a degen
eracy may cause the electronic eigenfunctions to be m
valued in configuration space which, if not carefully treate
may lead to a multivalued total wave function, an outco
which may lead to erroneous results.

The BO treatment when carried out for low enough e
ergies~so that upper electronic states cannot be popula!
leads to the well-known BO approximation. Within this a
proximation the ~nonadiabatic! coupling terms to higher
electronic states are ignored so that the Schro¨dinger equation
which describes the motion of the heavy nuclei on the low
electronic state becomes uncoupled. This approximatio
valid as long as these coupling terms are nonsingular. It
be shown that when the electronic eigenfunctions are de
erate the nonadiabatic coupling terms become singular~the
Hellman–Feynman theorem5! and so ignoring them may
lead to inaccurate or even wrong numerical results.

Recently, Baer and Englman6 ~BE! derived a new single-
state BO equation, which is an extension of the ordinary
equation to include possible effects due to DVC. This ext
sion was done for a two-state case where the total energ
the system is so low that the second state is much too hig
be populated at any time. The relevance of this equation
verified numerically7,8 as well as theoretically.9,10

Such an equation was not available a few years ba
when the effect of conical intersection on th
D1H2→HD1H11,12 and the H1D2→HD1D13 reaction pro-
cesses were studied.Ad hoctreatments had to be develope
to include such effects. The main idea behind them11–13was
the explicit inclusion of the Longuet-Higgins~LH! phase
8910021-9606/98/109(3)/891/4/$15.00
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factor3~d!,4,14 in the nuclear wave function to ensure that t
full electronic-nuclear wave function of the whole system
unique in configuration space. In other words this modific
tion was introduced to satisfy certain boundary conditio
and it was done without affecting the ordinary~single-
surface! Schrödinger equation~SE!.11–13

We developed a different approach.6,10 Employing the
BO treatment1 we kept, within the close coupling expansio
the two lowest coupled states thus assuming that the ot
higher states, are decoupled from those two. Doing that
arrived at a new single-surface~state! BO equation which
contains, explicitly, the nonadiabatic coupling terms. It
important to emphasize that this equation is relevant only
those instances where the total energy is well below the
ond state at any point in configuration space. It turned
that by incorporating these terms we managed to include
the equation itself, features of the electronic wave functio
which otherwise had to be imposed in anad hoc way as
boundary conditions. It is obvious that having a gene
equation for these purposes will not only facilitate the n
merical treatment, but will contribute significantly to the th
oretical study of such effects. For instance, having this eq
tion we proved9 that the LH phase factor is identical to th
adiabatic–diabatic transformation~ADT! angle introduced
several years ago.15–18 In this respect I would like also to
mention realistic applications of this approach as worked
by Yarkony.19 In his studies he obtained geometrical~Berry!
phases20,21 for the H3,

19~a! CH2, and H2S
19~b! systems from

the relevant ADT angles calculated along closed loo
around the conical intersections.

While considering more general systems we found t
the two-state treatment can be extended, under certain
ditions, to a DVC situation whereN(.2) states are all de
generate at the same point. It is not clear whether gen
N-state systems have single characteristic phase factor
geometrical phases and even so the derivation of those m
be too complicated if one tries to study the general case.
found that by introducing a few simplifying assumptions o
is able to obtain the relevant extended single-state~surface!
BO-SE. Moreover, it will be shown that in this particula
situation the relevant LH phase factor and the geometr
phase can also be obtained.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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II. DERIVATION OF THE N-STATE SINGLE-SURFACE
BO EQUATION

I shall consider a system ofN coupled electronic state
which result from the application of the BO close coupli
expansion.1 In what follows only the lowest state~or parts of
it! are classically accessible by the heavy particles whe
the other (N21) adiabatic states are classically forbidde
The relevant equation to be considered is15–18

2
1

2m
~ I¹212t–¹1¹t1t–t!x1~u2EI !x50, ~1!

whereu is the~diagonal! potential matrix which contains th
adiabatic potential energy surfaces,I is the unity matrix,x is
a column matrix which contains the adiabatic nuclear wa
functions related to the various potential energy surfaces¹
is defined as the gradient for any number of~mass-scaled!
coordinates, andt is an antisymmetric matrix which contain
the nonadiabatic coupling terms:

t ij 5^f iu¹f j&. ~2!

Here uf i& and uf j& are the~real! adiabatic electronic eigen
Downloaded 21 Nov 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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e

functions. Before going into the derivation a few assum
tions must be made and a few things clarified.

~a! I shall discuss a case where all theN surfaces are
degenerate at one single point. It is important to realize t
if, let us say, the third and the first adiabatic states are
generate at a given point, then this is also a point of deg
eracy for the first and the second states. The reason is tha
states are adiabatic and therefore are arranged so tha
second state is always between the first and the third.

~b! To simplify the derivation I shall discuss the ca
where allN states are coupled only to the ground surface a
not to each other. Also I will assume that the various co
pling terms are all equal. Thus

t i j 5H 0,
0,
t,

2t,

i 52,...,N, j 52,...,N
i 5 j
i 51, j 52...N
i 52...N, j 51.

~3!

Equation ~1! will now be written in an explicit form
~namely, term-by-term!, incorporating the assumptions ju
made:
2
1

2m
@¹22~N21!t2#x11~u12E!x12

1

m
t•(

j 52
¹x j2

1

2m
¹t(

j 52
x j50, ~4a!

2
1

2m
¹2x21~u22E!x21

1

m
t•¹x11

1

2m
¹tx11

1

2m
t2(

j 52
x j50,

~4b!

2
1

2m
¹2xN1~uN2E!xN1

1

m
t•¹x11

1

2m
¹tx11

1

2m
t2(

j 52
x j50,
ugh

e
in

eas

.

at

for

to
where we used the fact that the elements oft–t are:

~t–t! i j 5H 2~N21!t2, i 5 j 51
0, i 51,j 52...N or i 52...N, j 51
2t2, i 52...N and j 52...N.

~5!

Next, I multiply the j th equation in Eq.~4b! by a constant
G j , add them all up and add the sum to Eq.~4a!. This leads
to the following expression:

2
1

2m
¹2S x11(

j 52
G jx j D 1~u12E!S x11(

j 52
G jx j D

1
1

2m
~N21!t2H x11

1

N21 S (
j 52

x j D S (
j 52

G j D J
2S 1

m
t•¹1

1

2m
¹t D S x1(

j 52
G j2(

j 52
x j D

1(
j 52

~uj2u1!G jx j50. ~6!
Since I consider a case where the energy is low eno
so that all upper states are classically forbidden~the adiabatic
approximation! Eq. ~6! can be simplified by neglecting th
last summation term. This is justified because each term
the summation is relatively small. The reason is that wher
(uj2u1) have all finite values the functionsx j i where j .1
are all relatively small atall points in configuration space
This argument does not apply to the terms that containt, or
its derivative, becauset is assumed to be singular, at least,
one point@see~a! where I assumed that allN states degen-
erate at one point and at this pointt becomes singular#.
Therefore the product oft with ¹x j i may not be negligibly
small at every point and may affect the final results as
instance it does in case of a conical intersection.

To continue I shall introduce a new constantG defined
as:

G5(
j52

G j ~7!

and extractG from the parentheses in the fourth term. Due
the changes discussed above one gets
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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2
1

2m
¹2S x11(

j 52
G jx j D 1~u12E!S x11(

j 52
G jx j D

1
1

2m
~N21!t2S x11

G

N21 (
j 52

x j D
2GS 1

m
t•¹1

1

2m
¹t D S x12(

j 52
G21x j D 50. ~8!

The values ofG j , j 52,...,N are not determined as yet. It ca
be seen that if they are chosen to fulfill the relation:

G j5l5 i
1

AN21
⇒G5 iAN21 ~9!

then one can define a function:

x5x11
i

AN21
(
j 52

x j ~10!

and the equation forx @which follows from Eq.~8!# is:

2
1

2m
~¹22~N21!t2!x1~u12E!x

2
i

2m
AN21~2t•¹1¹t!x50. ~11!

It is noticed that Eq.~11!, for the N-state case, is very
similar to the two-state case we derived some time ago6,7,9

except thattAN21 @not t(N21)# replacest at the required
places. Also it is realized that forN52 Eq. ~11! becomes
identical to the two-state equation.

III. THE PHASE FACTOR AND THE GEOMETRICAL
PHASE

In Ref. 9 the two-state case was discussed and it
shown that the LH phase factor is determined by the no
diabatic coupling termt and given in the form:

u~S!5u~S0!2E
s0

s
ds•t, ~12!

wheres ands0 are two points in configuration space andds
is a differential vector element along a chosen path betw
s ands0 .

In what follows I shall show that also for the presentN
case one may define a phase factor very similar to the
introduced by LH. Moreover, once derived, I shall obtain t
corresponding geometrical phase.

To treat this case I refer, again, to Eq.~1! ~which is a
matrix equation! and consider only the equation for on
single ~the lowest! electronic state. Next, I ignore all thet
matrix elements that couple this state to the higher electro
states so that Eq.~1! becomes22

2
1

2m
~¹21t11

2 !x11~u12E!x1

2
1

2m
~2t11•¹1¹t11!x150. ~13!
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It is claimed that like the two-state case,3~d! also the presen
N-state case can be described in terms of one single p
factor. For this purpose the electronic eigenfunctionuf1& is
assumed to be a complex function of the nuclear coordina
namely:

uf1&5exp~ iu!uj1&, ~14!

wherej1 is real andu is an arbitrary phase which may de
pend on the nuclear coordinates~the phase may be arbitrar
but is expected to fulfill certain requirements! it can be
shown that:

t115^f1u¹f1&5¹u. ~15!

Replacingt11 in Eq. ~13! leads to

2
1

2m
~¹22~¹u!2!x11~u12E!x1

2 i
1

2m
~2¹u•¹1¹2u!x150. ~16!

Comparing, now, Eq.~16! with Eq. ~11! it is noticed that
the two will become identical if¹u is assumed to fulfill the
~vector! equation:

¹u5A~N21!t, ~17!

wheret was introduced earlier@see Eq.~3!#. The solution for
Eq. ~17! is:15–17

u~S!5u~S0!1A~N21!E
s0

s
ds•t, ~18!

where s, s0 , and ds were introduced before. However, i
order to have a unique solution~namely a solution that doe
not depend on the path that combiness ands0! the following
condition

A~N21!curl t50 ⇒ curl t50 ~19!

has to be fulfilled.15–17

Having an analytic expression for the phase factor
can also present the expression for the corresponding
metrical ~Berry! phasegN .20 Thus choosing a path that su
rounds the region of the DVC we find forgN the expression:

gN5A~N21! R
c
ds•t. ~20!

Like in the case of Eq.~18!, also here, a unique value i
guaranteed if Eq.~19! is fulfilled.

The result of Eq.~20! is, to a certain extent, unexpecte
due to the square root sign in front of the integral. To co
tinue the analysis we may remind the reader that the g
metrical phase can be considered as a measure for
strength of the DVC. To get a deeper insight I shall compa
now, the strength of the present DVC due toN states at a
point to the combined strength of (N21) ordinary two-state
DVCs located at (N21) different points. For the sake of thi
comparison I shall assume that all (N21) two-state DVCs
are similar to each other, namely, are characterized by
identical nonadiabatic coupling termt. As a result, ifci and
cj are loops that surround thei th and the j th degenerate
points, respectively, we have
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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R
c1

ds•t5 R
cj

ds•t. ~21!

Next, for such a group of two-state DVCs it is easy to s
that the corresponding combined geometrical phase@which is
the combined strength of the (N21) DVCs# is equal to:

g̃N5~N21! R
c0

ds•t. ~22!

Comparing the results of Eqs.~20! and~22! it is seen that the
strength of DVC formed byN states at one single point i
weaker then the strength formed by (N21) two-state DVCs.
The ratio between the two measures is (N21)(1/2).

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper I discussed DVC due toN states interacting
at a single point, and arrived at two main conclusions:~a!
Making a few simplifying~but still meaningful! assumptions
one can treat such a case and derive, for a low energy c
the corresponding extended BO Schro¨dinger equation related
to the lowest state~surface! only. ~b! The analytic derivation
led to the introduction of a novel phase factor~and a corre-
sponding novel geometrical phase! suitable for a DVC
formed byN(N.2) states interacting at a point.

In what follows are, briefly, discussed two specific e
amples with the understanding that the above-mentioned
sumptions are fulfilled.

~a! As a first example we consider the Jahn–Tel
model discussed by BE.6 There, the adiabatic–diabatic tran
formation angleu, which was shown to be equal to the L
phase factor,23 had been proved to be given~within the zero
approximation! in the form:

u5~1/2!w, ~23!

where w is the polar angular coordinate. Consequently
geometrical phase,g, becomesp. In case we haveN such
surfaces all degenerating at a single point, the correspon
phase factor will beA(N21)(w/2) and the geometrica
phaseg becomespA(N21).

~b! The second example is the Renner–Teller case. H
it was shown10 that the phase factor isw ~again within the
zero approximation! and therefore forN degenerate states a
a single point, it iswA(N21) and the corresponding geo
metrical phase is 2pA(N21).
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In this article new relations were derived which are
many experts in the field of a surprise and therefore som
them may consider these relations to be incorrect or, if c
rect, not relevant to realistic cases. It is true that the pres
model may not be realistic but still it was demonstrated t
also N-state systems, whereN.2, may have phase factor
and geometrical phases. So in this sense the present s
can be considered as an existence theorem. It could very
be that the present model is the only case for which s
phase factors and geometrical phases can be found; th
fore, more studies on this subject are required.
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